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The Euro’s vulnerability re-surfaces 

WEEKLY CHART  
  
Note the completion of the bear Rising 

Wedge that has been driving the  

bear trend from June 2011. 

 

Prior Lows are acting as good 

resistance…  

 

and also, the market has now driven 

down through the 0.8214 Prior Pivotal 

low. 

 

DAILY CHART  
The market’s failure at the band 

of resistance 0.85-0.8526 is 

clear. 

 

After hesitation, the break of 

0.8214 now establishes (with 

0.8285) powerful resistance 

above the market and likely to 

ratchet it on down further still. 
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FUNDAMENTALS: 

When the financial crisis originally hit, driven by a crisis in US Sub-prime mortgage 

lending, the Pound suffered a steep correction against the US Dollar and the Euro; 

that was before the Euro zone Sovereign debt crisis hit. 

 

As the UK government was forced to bail out several high street Banks with tax 

payer money and the Bank of England swiftly cut rates down to their present level of 

0.50%, the Pound slumped. 

 

And although the UK Banking sector is now relatively stable, albeit with state 

investment, the Pound remained the ugly duckling of the foreign exchange markets 

even though the Euro zone crisis has been a major event for roughly the last two 

years. 

 

The main problem for Sterling has been the persistently high inflation rate. Since the 

crisis hit the Bank of England decided the downside risks to growth far out-weighed 

the upside risks to inflation and so not only cut official rates virtually to zero, but 

embarked on a policy of quantative easing which has left the Bank holding about 1/3 

of the UK government’s stock of debt. 

 

Despite numerous quarterly inflation reports that have forecast a sharp decline in the 

CPI, the UK’s targeted measure of inflation, the correction failed to materialise. 

Indeed CPI recently peeked just above 5.0%. 

 

However, as the economy threatened to slip back into recession this year, after a 

weak Q4 2011 GDP report, in response to the government’s unprecedented austerity 

drive, the CPI measure did at last begin to correct lower. 

The Euro’s vulnerability re-surfaces 
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FUNDAMENTALS: CONTINUED 

However, that correction may now have come to a halt as the CPI report released on 

Tuesday of this week showed an unexpected rise to 3.5%, still way above the official 

target of 2.0%, when a decline was expected. 

 

The next day the Bank of England released the MPC minutes for the meeting held earlier this 

month and despite fears of a possible technical recession, policy makers had turned slightly 

more hawkish. 

 

The most consistently dovish member of the committee; Adam Posen, who had over recent 

months, consistently voted for expanding the QE program, even beyond the current 

parameters, voted for no change. 

 

Other policy members also registered their concern that inflation may not fall as far as 

previously thought even though some thought a technical recession was still possible despite 

several key PMI surveys strengthening over recent months. 

 

The impact on Sterling was almost immediate as it strengthened against both the Dollar and 

Euro, but our focus is on how Sterling could rally against the Euro now that it looks 

highly unlikely that the Bank will extend its QE/Asset purchase program any further. 

 

The Euro has until this week held up quite well against the Pound despite the long-running debt 

crisis which has seen many Euro zone member states implement debilitating austerity 

measures and although the Pound has strengthen marginally over the period, it is the Bank’s 

policy focus and persistently high inflation that has prevented a more broad-based recovery. 

 

Now the Bank of England has shifted its stance, the Pound could at last stage a more 

serious recovery. The Bank isn’t about to hike rates, but its change of tone shows it is at 

last becoming less relaxed about inflation and that is Sterling positive.  

The Euro’s vulnerability re-surfaces 
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The material and information set out in this research is not intended to be a quote of an offer 
to buy or sell any financial products.  Any expression of opinion is based on sources believed 
to be reasonably reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness.  
  
The material and information herein is general and for informational purposes only.  Although 
Seven Days Ahead endeavours to provide useful information they make no guarantee as to 
the accuracy or reliability of the research.  
The derivative market comprises volatility and considerable risks. To the maximum extent 
permitted by law no responsibility or liability can be accepted by Seven Days Ahead, any 
company or employee within its group for any action taken as a result of the information 
contained in this presentation. You are requested not to rely on any representation in this 
research and to seek specific advice from your accountant, legal adviser or financial services 
adviser when dealing with specific circumstances. 
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